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Automated Security Risk Identification Using
AutomationML-based Engineering Data
Matthias Eckhart, Andreas Ekelhart, and Edgar Weippl, Member, IEEE
Abstract—Systems integrators and vendors of industrial components need to establish a security-by-design approach, which includes
the assessment and subsequent treatment of security risks. However, conducting security risk assessments along the engineering
process is a costly and labor-intensive endeavor due to the complexity of the system(s) under consideration and the lack of automated
methods. This, in turn, hampers the ability of security analysts to assess risks pertaining to cyber-physical systems (CPSs) in an
efficient manner. In this work, we propose a method that automatically identifies security risks based on the CPS’s data representation,
which exists within engineering artifacts. To lay the foundation for our method, we present security-focused semantics for the
engineering data exchange format AutomationML (AML). These semantics enable the reuse of security-relevant know-how in AML
artifacts by means of a formal knowledge representation, modeled with a security-enriched ontology. Our method is capable of
automating the identification of security risk sources and potential consequences in order to construct cyber-physical attack graphs that
capture the paths adversaries may take. We demonstrate the benefits of the proposed method through a case study and an
open-source prototypical implementation. Finally, we prove that our solution is scalable by conducting a rigorous performance
evaluation.
Index Terms—cyber-physical systems, information security, AutomationML, security modeling, security risk assessment, industrial
control systems, IEC 62443.
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I NTRODUCTION

C

YBER - PHYSICAL attacks give rise to safety concerns, as
they can be launched in the cyberspace with consequences in the real world, potentially endangering human
health or the environment. The devastating impact of past
security incidents involving cyber-physical systems (CPSs),
more specifically, industrial control systems (ICSs), raised
awareness and continually motivates research in this field.
In the light of the ever-evolving threat landscape, asset
owners seek to improve the security of the CPSs they are operating, by upgrading their so-called “brownfield” facilities
with security controls, while systems integrators, in coordination with vendors of industrial components, are primarily
aiming to carry out “greenfield” engineering projects with
security in mind. However, establishing security as a ‘firstclass citizen’ in the engineering process has been identified
by scholars as a primary challenge [1]. Overcoming this
challenge requires the introduction of dedicated security
activities, which need to be conducted along the engineering process [2]. Security risk management efforts are vital
for adopting such a security-enhanced engineering process,
as security risks need to be addressed in a cost-effective
manner. Yet, the lack of adequate support for performing
risk assessment tasks represents a fundamental barrier to
adopting such a security-enhanced engineering process.
First and foremost, engineering data formats and modeling languages need to provide the means to represent
security information, since they can be considered as the
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backbone of digitized engineering workflows and may
therefore serve as a primary source for assessing security
risks pertaining to the CPSs being engineered. One such
data format that currently lacks the semantic modeling
concepts to express security know-how in a systematic
and structured manner is AutomationML (AML). AML is
a standardized XML-based format used for the exchange
of engineering data, including information related to the
topology, geometry, kinematics, and behavior of industrial
components [3]. This markup language was designed with
the objective to improve the data exchange between engineering tools, but its field of application evolved to the modeling of CPSs [4]. Seamlessly integrating security-related
information into AML artifacts may not only reduce barriers
for engineers to take security properties of CPSs into consideration, but also enables additional security-enhancing use
cases, such as automating security risk assessments.
Second, in light of the gradual adoption of the IEC 62443
series of standards for industrial security, systems integrators are in need of an automated risk identification method
that supports them in carrying out security risk assessments
according to IEC 62443-3-2 [5]. This method must be tightly
integrated into the engineering process to utilize existing
engineering knowledge to the full extent [6]; thereby, establishing security as an integral part of CPS engineering
workflows. It should further identify relationships among
the detected security risks in the form of cyber-physical attack chains or graphs [7] and thereby provide the foundation
for a subsequent quantitative risk analysis [6].
This work aims to address these gaps by presenting a
method for the automated identification of security risks in
line with the IEC 62443-3-2 [5]. This method is based on an
ontological security modeling approach and leverages the
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introduced security-focused semantic constructs for AML
engineering data. Our novel approach automatically identifies vulnerabilities in the engineered systems, the corresponding security threats, and the potential consequences of
attacks, allowing to build comprehensive cyber-physical attack graphs (CPAGs) that are vital to understanding security
risks pertaining to CPSs. Given its automated nature and the
fact that engineering knowledge is obtained from already
existing artifacts, this approach significantly improves the
efficiency and effectiveness of the risk identification step
within the process specified in IEC 62443-3-2 [5]. In this
way, risk analysts can analyze, evaluate, and initiate the
treatment of the identified security risks already at the
very beginning of the CPS lifecycle, thereby supporting a
security-by-design engineering process.
The novelty and main contributions of the paper at hand
can be summarized as follows:
•

•

•

•

We present a method for the automated identification of
security risks based on engineering data, which follows
the IEC 62443-3-2 [5].
We propose a security modeling concept for AML
named AMLsec that engineers and engineering tool
vendors can adopt for the adequate representation of
the CPSs’ security properties.
We introduce the notion of cyber-physical attack graphs
(CPAGs), i.e., a variant of host-based attack graphs
(AGs) that systems integrators can apply to gain insights into possible multistage cyber attacks launched
against components of the plant topology with the
objective of causing physical damage.
We show the feasibility of our developed concepts by
providing an open-source prototypical implementation,
demonstrate the benefits of our contribution in a case
study, and finally evaluate the performance and scalability of our solution.

The remainder of this paper is divided into four sections. Section 2 gives a synopsis of relevant literature. In
Section 3, we present the security modeling concept for
AML (AMLsec), discuss how sources of security risks and
consequences can be automatically obtained, and introduce
the concept of CPAGs. Next, in Section 4, we describe a case
study that is used to test the practicality of the introduced
method. Subsequently, in Section 5, we present the results of
our performance evaluation. Finally, in Section 6, we summarize our findings and suggest ideas for further research.

2

BACKGROUND & R ELATED W ORK

In this section, we provide background information for our
method and review relevant literature in order to place our
work in context. First, we give an overview of AML, as
we utilize this data exchange format to obtain engineering information. Next, we provide an introduction to risk
assessment in the context of the IEC 62443 series. After
that, we discuss related approaches for conducting security
analyses, which are also based on AML. Then, we analyze
existing security modeling languages and their application
in the context of CPS engineering. Subsequently, we describe
existing research on attack graph generation and further
motivate the need for CPAGs. Finally, we briefly review se-

curity ontologies and explain their relevance in automating
the assessment of CPSs security risks.
2.1

AutomationML

AutomationML (AML) is a data exchange format that aims
to remedy the issues of heterogeneous engineering networks, as it has been designed with the objective to achieve
interoperability within engineering toolchains [3], [8]. This
XML-based data format is developed and promoted by
the AutomationML association1 and has been standardized
in the IEC 62714 series. AML is based on the Computer
Aided Engineering Exchange (CAEX) data format, according to the IEC 62424 [9], and therefore adopts the objectoriented paradigm [8]. More specifically, AML provides the
means to represent engineering information in four different
ways, viz., (i) as part of a hierarchy by means of CAEX
to describe the plant/system topology, components, and
network-related information, (ii) as geometry and kinematic
models by means of COLLADA, (iii) as control logic by
means of PLCopen XML, and (iv) as CAEX-based references
to describe relationships among objects [8]. The unified
representation of know-how concerning the CPSs to be
engineered is what makes AML particularly attractive for
obtaining security-relevant information from respective artifacts. Moreover, prior research indicates that AML does
not only address data exchange issues, but also supports
a model-based engineering approach [4]. As we will show
in the work at hand, the AML modeling concepts can be
augmented with security-related constructs to provide a
common data basis that enables the automated identification of security risks and thereby fosters security-aware CPS
engineering.
2.2

Security Risk Assessment as per IEC 62443-3-2

Part 3-2 [5] of the IEC 62443 series specifies a process
that organizations can adopt for assessing security risks
pertaining to ICSs. This process is composed of a set of
Zone and Conduit Requirements (ZCR) that need to be
implemented to establish the zones and conduits model and
assess security risks. In a nutshell, the respective workflow
consists of the following tasks [5]: (ZCR-1) Identification
of the System under Consideration (SuC), (ZCR-2) Initial
security risk assessment, (ZCR-3) Partitioning of the SuC
into zones and conduits, (ZCR-4) Assessment whether high-level risks exceed tolerable risks, (ZCR-5) Detailed security
risk assessment, and (ZCR-6) Documentation of security
requirements, assumptions, and constraints. In general, risk
identification is a subprocess of risk assessment and focuses
on finding sources of risks and their potential consequences,
providing the basis for subsequent risk analysis and risk
evaluation [10]. Thus, our method is applicable to multiple
steps of the workflow defined in IEC 62443-3-2 [5], particularly ZCR-2, ZCR-3, and ZCR-5.
2.3

AutomationML-based Security Analysis

The notion of utilizing engineering data for securityenhancing purposes has been explored in several works,
1. https://www.automationml.org
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such as [11], [12], [13] which discuss how a knowledgebased system in conjunction with AML artifacts can be
used for automatically identifying security issues in the
plant design. The approach described in these papers connects (i) plant-specific information as specified in AML
artifacts, and (ii) engineering and information security domain knowledge modeled with the Web Ontology Language
(OWL) and the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL). As
explained in [11], [12], [13], the CAEX structure is first
extracted from the AML file to obtain information about
the plant topology comprising the physical network and devices. Then, the plant topology model is augmented with engineering domain knowledge to add, for example, vendorspecific information that is not available in engineering
tools [12]. Furthermore, the know-how used for the security
analysis is modeled with OWL/SWRL and can be obtained
from various sources, such as standards and guidelines,
vulnerability databases, and CERT advisories [14]. To apply
the security domain knowledge, the authors developed specific operators for addressing CAEX elements of the plant
topology model using SWRL-based rules. It is worth noting
that the plant topology information is not converted to an
ontological representation; instead, the designed operators
are used by the custom inference engine to fetch the CAEX
model existing in the AML files and interpret its elements
in conjunction with the ontology [11], [13]. As discussed
in [11], [13], the authors abstained from a CAEX-modelto-ontology conversion, as they deemed the (bidirectional)
transformation process to be complex and potentially errorprone. Thus, they implemented the proposed concept based
on the AutomationML Engine to directly access the CAEX
model and programmatically evaluate the defined rules to
perform the security assessment.
In addition to the efforts made by researchers described
above, the German-based security consultancy admeritia
has also made attempts to establish security-by-design engineering by means of AML. Fluchs and Rudolph presented a
concept named Layered Blueprints [15], [16] that can serve
as a “thought model” for engineers to consider security
aspects during engineering activities. To embed the thought
model into the engineering process and make it fit for use,
a data model based on AML has been developed [17]. This
model focuses on the network characteristics and respective
use cases, such as the programming of a programmable
logic controller (PLC), to capture the semantics relevant for
security engineering [17].
Overall, some progress in AML-enabled security analysis has already been made. Nevertheless, the two reviewed
approaches leave ample room for further improvement.
While the security analysis approach discussed in [11],
[12], [13] seems to primarily focus on the identification
of threats using a rule-based (if—then) logic, admeritia’s
thought/data model, which appears to be still in development, utilizes AML as a common interface for OT engineers
and security analysts. The findings of the survey paper [6]
highlight that there is a need for methods to automate the
identification of security risk sources and potential consequences based on engineering data. We argue that security
semantics for AML are indispensable for automating the
identification of security risk sources and potential consequences based on AML artifacts. Although our method

requires the annotation of security-relevant information by
engineers or security analysts in AML artifacts, the provided capabilities support a security risk assessment as
per the IEC 62443-3-2 [5], yield CPAGs, and even lay the
foundation for a quantitative consideration of risks (e.g.,
by means of AG-based security metrics). Furthermore, in
contrast to the approach discussed in [11], [12], [13], our
proposed method transforms the entire engineering data
representation present in AML to OWL, allowing the use
of established semantic technologies, including existing semantic reasoners to infer knowledge.
2.4

Languages for Security-Aware Engineering

In the past years, several language proposals for securityaware engineering have been presented, suggesting an increased interest in utilizing models and engineering data
representations for the purpose of improving the security of
CPSs. In the following, we summarize the key differences
among relevant works.
UMLsec is a security extension for the Unified Modeling
Language (UML) that was realized by means of a UML
profile [18]. It is applicable to various UML diagram types,
making it versatile in multiple applications [19]. To support
users in performing security analyses, tools have been developed that can automatically inspect UMLsec models and
formally verify the therein specified security properties [19].
SecureUML also uses a security-enriched UML profile, albeit
it is limited to class diagrams [20]. Its initial use case focused
on the generation of access control policies based on the
role-based access control (RBAC) model [20], yet it has been
extended in a subsequent work [21] to adapt it to security
risk modeling. Robles-Ramirez et al. [22] introduced IoTsec,
i.e., a UML security modeling extension intended to be used
along the engineering lifecycle of Internet of Things (IoT)
devices. IoTsec is composed of a nomenclature, consisting of
fifteen security requirements, and UML diagrams that have
been extended for modeling IoT-specific security knowhow. In addition to UML, researchers have also proposed
language extensions for SysML. For instance, Apvrille and
Roudier [23] present SysML-Sec. The introduced stereotypes
(e.g., security requirement) and diagrams (e.g., attack tree)
enable users to directly integrate security-relevant information into the model-based systems engineering workflow
and formally verify annotated security properties of systems [23]. Further, the SysML extension proposed by Oates
et al. [24] is specifically tailored to designing secure ICSs.
Their language extension comprises two profiles: one can be
used to model threats and how they could pose a security
risk to assets; the other profile can be used to model the interactions between assets and data. Contrary to SysML-Sec,
the two profiles developed by the authors of [24] focus more
on the architectural aspects of ICSs, rather than the system
design of the therein employed industrial components. The
SysML extension introduced in [25] shifts the focus of analyzing ICS security issues away from graphical modeling to
formal reasoning. The authors have utilized SysML models
of ICSs as a knowledge source for feeding the inductive
definition programming (IDP) framework [26], which then
can be used for automatically identifying vulnerabilities.
In [27], Lemaire et al. extend their initial work on using
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formal reasoning for improving ICS security by presenting
a prototype and evaluating their approach by means of a
real-world case study featuring an industrial hatchery.
It is also worth noting that researchers designed languages that are not based on any pre-existing modeling
language, such as UML or SysML. One such standalone language is the Cyber Security Modeling Language (CySeMoL) [28]
(later extended in [29]) that adopts a probabilistic relational
model (PRM) [30] for security risk analysis [31], allowing
to represent the inputted system architecture as an object
model and generate a Bayesian network from it. S-cube [32]
is another standalone modeling approach that utilizes the
Figaro language [33] and covers both security and safety. Scube receives as an input a model of the system architecture
under consideration and automatically outputs attack and
failure scenarios that can then be analyzed in a qualitative
and quantitative manner.
This overview on related work confirms that securityaware engineering, in connection with risk assessment, is
an active field of research. Most of the reviewed works
do not provide standalone security modeling languages,
but rather extend UML or SysML, and are therefore diagrammatic. It is evident that by extending well-established
modeling languages, the already developed models can
be directly reused for security-enhancing purposes, such
as performing risk assessments. Thus, creating a domainspecific security modeling language that requires users to
(re)input the system model may represent a barrier to
adopting a security-aware engineering approach. However,
the reviewed standalone languages [28], [29], [32] appear to
be more geared toward security risk analysis, with a strong
focus on estimating the level of risk in quantitative terms.
Based on the presented review of the state of the art,
we highlight the following differences between the abovementioned language proposals and our method:
• Current language extensions place a special emphasis
on designing secure (sub)systems, rather than securely
integrating them into an industrial automation solution.
While vendors of industrial components can adopt
these extensions for their engineering, systems integrators are currently left with no alternative. This underscores the need for security modeling extensions for
tools and data formats to be found in typical engineering toolchains of systems integrators. AML constitutes a
solid candidate for such an extension, given the fact that
it is a standardized engineering data exchange format
and also suitable for modeling purposes.
• The reviewed language constructs can be used to formally verify security properties (e.g., SysML-Sec [23])
or conduct risk assessments using the complete
plant architecture as the system under consideration
(e.g., CySeMoL [28]). However, our method is intended
to be used incrementally from basic to detailed engineering for the purpose of identifying sources of
risks and potential consequences as early as possible.
Particular attention has been paid to the IEC 62443-32 [5] risk assessment procedure.
• The seamless integration and automated nature of our
method represents a further key characteristic. Although users need to augment the engineering data
representation with additional information, this task

fits naturally into the workflow, and modeling effort is
kept to a minimum owing to the adoption of standard
AML concepts and entities. Furthermore, the opensource prototype can be directly integrated into the
engineering toolchain without the risk of interfering
with other tools.
2.5

Attack Graph Generation

Attack graphs and, particularly, their efficient and automated construction is a well-studied topic in the security
modeling area [34]. Although attack graphs have already
been thoroughly investigated by the CPS community [35],
we argue that an ontology-driven approach for the automated generation of attack graphs based on engineering data, which capture the cross-domain effects of cyberphysical attacks, is currently missing. To better position
our work in relation to other attack graph generation approaches, we classify our proposal according to Kaynar’s
taxonomy [36] and reference relevant literature:
• Reachability analysis phase: Kaynar further categorized
the reachability of hosts according to the scope of the
reachability analysis and the content used to determine
reachability [36]. Our attack graph generation approach
is primarily intended to be used during the engineering
phase of CPSs; hence, reachability is computed based
on the network topology modeled by engineers. In this
sense, our approach computes whole network reachability based on trust relationships, which are modeled as
logical or physical connections in AML artifacts. Other
approaches that fall into the same categories and were
evaluated in the context of CPSs, such as ADVISE [37],
[38], do not directly reuse the plant specification that is
created during engineering but often require additional
effort to supply proper inputs to the AG generation
mechanism.
• AG modeling phase: The taxonomy presented in [36]
includes the classification criteria attack model and attack
graph model to consider the conditions of atomic attacks
and the structure of the AG. Our approach generates
host-based AGs with relaxed preconditions and postconditions that abstract the adversary model. In [39], [40],
[41] models with a similar host-based structure were
proposed. It is worth noting that we base our AG on
the model described by Zhong et al. [39], which also
features a vulnerability library and the weighting of
edges. However, a distinguishing characteristic of our
proposed AG is that it takes the cyber-physical criticality of plant components into account by weighting
vertices based on the determined type of impact (e.g.,
physical damages). This feature allows to prune the AG
in a way that retains the most relevant attack paths,
which start in the cyber domain and induce physical
consequences.
• AG core building phase: Kaynar classified AG construction from two different angles, namely based on the
determination method and the pruning method [36]. We utilize an ontological approach to build a full AG and programmatically prune it afterwards. Other researchers
have also investigated how a semantic, ontological approach can enable the generation [42] or improve the
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•

2.6

analysis of attack graphs [43], [44]. In addition to the
differences in the implementation of AG construction
(e.g., Wu et al. [42] used SWRL and Jess [45]), our
approach is embedded into a full risk identification
solution, specifically targeted at the CPS domain.
Uses of AGs: Our main purpose of generating attack
graphs is to facilitate and improve the identification of
security risks for engineers, who typically do not have
a security background.
Information Security Ontologies

As already indicated, we make use of a formal knowledge
model for automating security risk assessments. Prior research in the area of formalizing information security knowhow has shown that ontological approaches can facilitate
automated security risk assessments [46]. To the best of our
knowledge, only the works [47], [48] discussed the use of
ontologies in the context of ICSs thus far. Tebbe et al. [47]
described the lifecycle of ICS-specific security knowledge
and proposed an ICS security ontology. Wolf et al. [48],
on the other hand, presented an ontology-based modeling
approach for security analysis. None of the works cover
ontological security modeling in connection with AML-toOWL transformation for the purpose of automating security
risk identification.

3

M ETHOD

Our novel method aims to automate those tasks of the
risk assessment workflow, according to the IEC 62443-32 [5], that concern the risk identification process. More
specifically, our method supports individuals in meeting the
ZCR defined in the IEC 62443-3-2 [5] in the following ways:
First, engineers select the AML data representation created
during basic or detailed engineering that should be used as
the SuC. All the assets contained in the user-supplied AML
artifact, which may only represent a subset of the modeled
industrial plant, will be considered for risk identification;
thus, clearly delineating the scope of the assessment (ZCR1). Second, our method supports the initial cybersecurity
risk assessment by automatically identifying assets involved
in hazardous and safety-critical processes, which are indicative of attack targets with a high impact potential and are
therefore considered as part of worst-case scenarios (ZCR2). Third, our proposed method automatically performs a
validation according to the ZCR-3.2–3.6 in order to detect
flaws concerning the partitioning of the SuC into zones and
conduits. Fourth, our method yields a list of the identified
threats (ZCR-5.1) and vulnerabilities (ZCR-5.2). Fifth, the
proposed approach automatically determines the type of potential consequences (ZCR-5.3), viz., (i) hazards (to personnel, to goods, or to the environment), (ii) breach (breach of
intellectual property or data breach), (iii) business interruption, (iv) regulatory non-compliance, and (v) financial loss.
In addition, CPAGs can be generated from the identified
security risks to represent relations among vulnerabilities
in plant components that may indicate possible paths of
adversaries.
Fig. 1 provides an overview of our proposed method.
As part of the engineering process, engineering artifacts

are developed and exchanged. Data formats, such as AML,
are used to model and exchange the engineering data
representation. In step 1 , engineers annotate and model
security-relevant information with the AML security extension libraries (AMLsec), which we introduce in this work.
Then, in step 2 , the AMLsec-augmented plant know-how
is transformed to OWL. The next step, step 3 , is the
expansion of the model realized by merging the engineering
data with the security ontology [46], our developed ICS
security ontology, and linked open security data to build
the Knowledge Base (KB) from the initially separated data
sources. Furthermore, as part of this step, the engineering
data is validated to ensure that the model is fit for executing
the risk identification steps. Finally, in step 4 , the risk
identification is automatically performed by executing the
developed security rules and queries against the KB. After
the security risks have been identified, we automatically
model attacks in a graph structure with the CPAG ontology,
enabling users to quickly spot critical attack paths that may
lead to a physical impact.
In the following subsections, we discuss each part of our
method in detail.
3.1

Engineering Data Representation

The engineering data representation comprises systemdependent know-how concerning the CPS(s) to be engineered and constitutes the SuC for the automated risk
identification. As discussed by Schleipen and Drath [53],
engineers work with this representation in three different
ways, viz., with a focus on products, processes, and resources (PPR concept). Since this is an established concept in the engineering domain, the proposed security risk
identification method also incorporates these three views.
Next, we explain how the presented method integrates the
engineering data representation.
3.1.1 Engineering Artifact
As already mentioned, we obtain the know-how concerning the engineered CPS directly from AML artifacts that
are exchanged among the tools within the engineering
chain. Since AML utilizes CAEX [9], the plant topology
is modeled in an object-oriented manner by means of
the concepts (i) InstanceHierarchy (instances of objects), (ii) SystemUnitClassLib (libraries of components
for reuse), (iii) RoleClassLib (libraries of roles that define semantics), (iv) InterfaceClassLib (libraries of
interfaces for modeling relations between objects), and
(v) AttributeTypeLib (libraries of objects’ attribute
types) [3]. Libraries in AML are vital to our automated
risk identification method, as they provide an information
mapping mechanism that enables the semantic interpretation of plant topology data in OWL. To harness community
resources and ensure a seamless integration of our method
into the engineering workflow, we utilize standard AML
libraries. In particular, the role class and interface class
libraries specified in the AML white papers part 1 [54], part
2 [55], and part 5 [56] are employed in our method. However, these libraries lack certain modeling constructs that
engineers require to semantically enrich security-relevant
elements of the plant topology (e.g., zones and conduits,
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Fig. 1: Overview of our AutomationML-based risk identification method (robot cell illustration taken from [52]).
security devices, security configurations). To eradicate this
issue, AMLsec is implemented as a set of libraries comprising role classes, interface classes, and attribute types that
engineers (or even the engineering tools by themselves) can
use to represent the security-relevant information of plant
components.
3.1.2

AMLsec: AutomationML Security Extension Libraries

As indicated above, AMLsec is modeled as a
(i) RoleClassLib, (ii) InterfaceClassLib, and
(iii) AttributeTypeLib to extend the AML base libraries.
We provide a set of elements for each of the three AMLsec
libraries, but they can be freely extended by users to cover
specialized plant components and thereby further expand
the risk identification scope.
In AML, role classes associated to CAEX
InternalElements are used to model the functionality
of components in an abstract, implementation-independent
manner [54]. Hence, AMLsecRoleClassLib is composed
of role classes that shall be associated to instances
representing architectural segments (e.g., zones), assets
(e.g., IT/OT systems), infrastructural components (e.g.,
wires), network protocols (e.g., OPC UA), or configuration
data (e.g., security policies). In line with the rationale
behind AML role classes, AMLsecRoleClassLib has
been designed to be generic and flexible, ensuring that the
included role classes are compatible with varying plant
topologies and diverse implementations of components.
AML interface classes are used to describe the semantics of relations between instances, which are modeled by means of CAEX ExternalInterfaces and
InternalLinks [54]. Based on the communication system
modeling concepts outlined in the AML white paper part

5 [56], we created the AMLsecInterfaceClassLib, which
includes interface classes that shall be used for describing physical (e.g., Ethernet-based) and logical (protocoldependent) connections. The physical and logical connections in AML refer to the OSI reference model layers 1–2
and 3–7, respectively [56]. Given the importance of network
security aspects to risk identification, the semantic representation of different connection types are therefore covered by
this library.
In the second edition of the AML standard,
i.e., IEC 62714-1:2018 [57], CAEX 3.0 according to
IEC 62424:2016 [9] was introduced, providing the means to
define libraries composed of attribute types that can be referenced by instances to model attribute semantics. We created the library AMLsecAttributeTypeLib to define attribute types that shall be used to describe security-relevant
implementation-specific characteristics. For instance, we
created attribute types for the Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) naming scheme to automatically map Common
Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) to vulnerabilities in
IT/OT systems. Since some engineering tools already provide integrated data portals that allow engineers to download additional information about industrial components
(e.g., data sheets, wiring diagrams, documentation) from
vendor databases, we envision that, in the future, the CPE
attribute values will be automatically populated by the tools
themselves upon the AML export. In addition to the CPE
attribute types, we included types that shall be applied to
configuration data (e.g., know-how protection for control
logic blocks).
An excerpt of AMLsec, which contains the definition of
security-relevant role classes, interface classes, and attribute
types, is shown in Listing 1. These three security extension
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<RoleClassLib Name="AMLsecRoleClassLib">
...
<RoleClass Name="Zone">
...
<RoleClass Name="OTZone"
,→
RefBaseClassPath="AMLsecR.../Zone">
<RoleClass Name="OperationsSupportZone"
,→
RefBaseClassPath="AMLsecR.../Zone/OTZone" />
...
</RoleClass>
...
</RoleClassLib>
<InterfaceClassLib Name="AMLsecInterfaceClassLib">
...
<InterfaceClass Name="LogicalEndpoint">
<InterfaceClass Name="LogicalEndpointOPC-UA"
,→
RefBaseClassPath="AMLsecI.../LogicalEndpoint" />
...
</InterfaceClass>
</InterfaceClassLib>
<AttributeTypeLib Name="AMLsecAttributeTypeLib">
...
<AttributeType AttributeDataType="xs:string"
,→
Name="CpePart" />
...
</AttributeTypeLib>

Listing 1: Excerpt of AMLsec.
libraries, in combination with the AML base role class and
interface class libraries [54], [55], [56], provide the semantic
modeling constructs that need to be applied in engineering
activities to make the automated risk identification with
our method possible. Plant components that have been
modeled as described may also be bundled as part of a
SystemUnitClassLib for reuse purposes (e.g., a PLC
of a certain type including its configuration). It is also
worth pointing out that the security-relevant information
contained in the AML artifact (and modeled by means of
AMLsec) only concerns the system to be engineered and
represents therefore merely a fraction of the security knowhow in the KB. The rationale behind this is not only to
prevent redundant data in engineering artifacts but also
to unburden engineers from the responsibility of acquiring
specialized security know-how. Furthermore, we want to
stress that AMLsec neither replaces other, user-supplied
libraries, nor interferes in any manner with existing engineering practices or tools.
3.2

Ontological Security Modeling

The semantic KB comprises the information contained in
the engineering artifact, the ICS security ontology, and the
security linked data (cf. Fig. 1).
The engineering knowledge that exists in AML is
transformed to OWL by applying the conceptual mapping approach proposed by Hua and Hein [50], [51]. In
a nutshell, AML RoleClasses and InterfaceClasses
are mapped to OWL classes, AML SystemUnitClasses,
InternalElements, and ExternalInterfaces are
mapped to OWL individuals, AML relationships (e.g., the
hierarchical structure) are mapped to OWL object properties, and AML attributes are mapped to OWL data properties [50], [51]. We extended this approach by mapping AML
InternalLinks to OWL individuals and mapping their
relationships to OWL object properties in order to retain the
referenced link partners. Note that the AML-to-OWL transformation process is unidirectional. The implementation of a

unidirectional flow was an intentional design decision since
we focus on automating the identification of security risks
without changing the underlying engineering data.
After transforming the AML engineering artifact to
OWL, we define axioms in the terminological box (TBox) T
to establish the semantic mappings between RoleClasses
contained in an AML base library and the ones contained in the respective AMLsec library. For instance, in
Description Logics (DLs), PLC v Host captures the semantic relation between the AML role classes PLC contained in AutomationMLCSRoleClassLib and Host contained in AMLsecRoleClassLib. Thus, the introduction
of AMLsec replacement roles was not required, meaning that engineers can continue using the role classes
included in AML base libraries. Moreover, we define
axioms in T to eradicate the lack of multiple inheritance in AMLsecRoleClassLib. To give an example,
the AMLsec role class Firewall inherits directly from
SecurityDevice but not from NetworkDevice; thus,
requiring the axiom definition Firewall v NetworkDevice for
the correct semantic representation of this network security
device. Further axioms in the role box (RBox) R, such as
hasRefPartner ≡ hasRefPartnerSideA− and hasRefPartner ≡
hasRefPartnerSideB− , are defined merely for convenience.
Moreover, we perform validation checks to detect modeling errors that would thwart the automated security
risk identification. Researchers have already studied an
ontology-based validation of engineering data and achieved
promising results (cf., for instance, [58]). Thus, we validate
the engineering data in two different ways. First, by expanding T and R to let reasoners detect semantic inconsistency
errors. Second, by using the Shapes Constraint Language
(SHACL)2 to validate the shape that the engineering data
should have.
To give two examples: (i) Reasoners can check whether
PLC security protection mechanisms were incorrectly added
to any instances other than PLC programs based on the
definition of the axioms
PLCProgram v Program
for each B ∈ M \ {Program}, B u PLCProgram v ⊥
∃hasCopyProtection.> v PLCProgram
∃hasKnowHowProtection.> v PLCProgram ,

where M denotes the set of the most general concepts of the
engineering ontology. (ii) Incorrectly modeled disjoint union
relations of network protocols (e.g., an instance is modeled
as a Modbus and OPC protocol) are detected by reasoners
by defining the axioms
G
i<j

Protocoli v Protocol

Protocoli u Protocolj v ⊥ for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n .

Additionally, we created SHACL shapes to validate the
modeled know-how against rules that fit to a closed-world
setting. For example, PLC programs are only applicable to
PLCs, conduits must represent a wireless or wired connection, and (physical) port lists must include physical
interfaces (e.g., Ethernet sockets).
The ICS security ontology comprises security know-how
applicable to the industrial domain. It includes know-how
2. https://www.w3.org/TR/shacl
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from system-independent and system-dependent security
data sources, which are both provided and maintained by
ICS security analysts. In line with the principle of knowledge reuse, and the ICS security knowledge lifecycle proposed by Tebbe et al. [47], we adopted a layered approach
that utilizes the security ontology presented in [46] as the
middle ontology layer. We adapted this security ontology to
consider attack consequences by expanding T and R:
for each D ∈ CO, D v Consequence
∃impacts.> v Consequence
> v ∀impacts.Asset
∃canLeadTo.> v Consequence
> v ∀canLeadTo.Consequence
∃causedBy.> v Consequence
> v ∀causedBy.Threat
impactedBy ≡ impacts− ,

where CO = {AssetDamage, . . . , RegulatoryNonCompliance}
is the set of consequences. As part of this process, it was
necessary to remove certain individuals belonging to
the Threat concept from the security ontology (e.g.,
Threat(assetDamage)), as the introduction of concepts that
describe attack consequences rendered them superfluous.
On the other hand, we added additional individuals
describing generic threats, based on the threat events
enumerated in the NIST SP 800-30 [59]. The ICS security
ontology imports the security ontology and expands it
by incorporating domain-specific knowledge that may
be independent (e.g., security standards and guidelines)
or dependent (e.g., tender requirements) of current
engineering projects. While system-dependent knowledge
has to be provided by users due to potentially changing
project conditions (e.g., customers’ security needs),
system-independent knowledge can be modeled once
and then reused for each engineering project, requiring
only a minimal involvement of users from time to
time (e.g., ontology maintenance tasks to incorporate
revised standards). We already provide a rich systemindependent ICS security knowledge model, which has
been implemented with OWL and SHACL and can
be directly used. This knowledge model integrates the
Product, Process, and Resource (PPR) concept [53] to
capture the primary types of assets modeled in AML,
viz., Product v MovableAsset, Process v IntangibleAsset,
and Resource v ImmovableAsset. Further, the axiom
OTComponent v ImmovableAsset is necessary to later
associate the AMLsec concepts Host, NetworkDevice, and
SecurityDevice as a subclass of assets concepts defined in
the (ICS) security ontology. We also define the following
axioms to describe the interdependencies between security
and safety:
SafetyAttribute v Attribute
SafetyAttribute(reliability)
∃affects.> v Threat
∃requires.> v Asset
Hazard v Consequence
HazToPersonnel v Hazard

SafetyAttribute(availability)
SafetyAttribute(safety)
> v ∀affects.SafetyAttribute
> v ∀requires.SafetyAttribute
HazToEnvironment v Hazard
HazToResource v Hazard .

Based on this, we can establish the semantic relations
among assets, security threats, consequences, and secu-

rity/safety attributes (i.e., protection goals that are at
risk). However, the main part of this knowledge model
draws upon security-relevant information from a variety
of sources in order to enable the identification of vulnerabilities (and threats) in the plant topology. The knowledge
modeled in OWL includes, inter alia, information about
inherently insecure network protocols (e.g., Modbus), cryptographic algorithms that are considered to be insecure
(e.g., SHA-1 used as part of the OPC UA security policy
Basic128RSA15 [60]), ICS-focused vulnerabilities described
in standards and guidelines (e.g., safety-related devices are
not separated from non-safety-related devices [5]), and recommendations from vendors of industrial components (e.g.,
know-how protection not activated in Siemens PLCs [61]).
The defined SHACL shapes, on the other hand, represent
the know-how needed to identify the actual vulnerabilities in the plant topology (cf. Section 3.3.1). We opted
for a SHACL-based validation to achieve a reusable and
adaptable collection of rules for the purpose of identifying
(ICS-specific) vulnerabilities in the plant topology. After
importing the ICS security ontology into the engineering
data ontology (i.e., the output of the AML-to-OWL transformation), concept equivalence axioms are added to assert the
semantic equivalence of certain classes across namespaces
(e.g., Resource v AutomationMLBaseRole defined in the
engineering data ontology and Resource v ImmovableAsset
defined in the ICS security ontology).
In accordance with the Linked Open Data (LOD) principle, the engineering and (ICS) security knowledge is
interlinked with data from public sources. For example,
linked information concerning vulnerabilities (e.g., CVEs)
and threat activities (e.g., STIX-based alerts) can be obtained
from the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) and ICSCERT, respectively. Our method interlinks the SEPSES Cybersecurity Knowledge Graph (KG) [49], which is a continuously evolving source of open security knowledge integrating (i) Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE), (ii) Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE), (iii) Common
Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC),
(iv) and the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS).
We access this KG via its SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query
Language (SPARQL)3 endpoint and incorporate the result
set of executed queries to establish the link to our KB.
3.3

Automated Risk Identification

Identifying security risks with our method is a two-step process that includes risk sources (i.e., threats and vulnerabilities) identification and attack consequences identification.
3.3.1 Identification of Risk Sources
The identification of risk sources rests upon the semantic relationships among vulnerabilities, assets, and threats,
which are modeled in the security ontology [46]. In this
context, the modeling of vulnerability relationships can be
considered as a cornerstone, as it establishes the semantic
links to assets (> v ∀vulnerabilityOn.Asset) and threats
(> v ∀exploitedBy.Threat). Consequently, this part of our
method focuses on finding vulnerabilities in assets modeled in the engineering data ontology and the subsequent
3. https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query
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@prefix ... # Prefixes omitted for the sake of brevity
icsSecOnt:SafetyAssetsZone
a sh:NodeShape ;
sh:targetClass amlImp:Host ;
sh:sparql [
a sh:SPARQLConstraint ;
sh:message "..." ;
sh:prefixes [ ... ] ;
sh:select """
SELECT DISTINCT $this ?host2 ?zone1
WHERE {
$this a amlImp:SIS .
?host2 rdf:type/rdfs:subClassOf* amlImp:Host .
?zone1 amlOnt:hasIE+ $this, ?host2 ;
rdf:type/rdfs:subClassOf* amlImp:Zone .
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?zone1 amlOnt:hasIE+ ?anyZone1 .
?anyZone1 amlOnt:hasIE+ $this ;
rdf:type/rdfs:subClassOf* amlImp:Zone .
}
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?zone1 amlOnt:hasIE+ ?anyZone1 .
?anyZone1 amlOnt:hasIE+ ?host2 ;
rdf:type/rdfs:subClassOf* amlImp:Zone .
}
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
$this a amlImp:SIS .
?host2 a amlImp:SIS .
}
}
""" ;
] .

Listing 2: SHACL constraint for zoning safety-related assets
(checks whether only safety devices are grouped together).

creation of ontological relations using the object property
vulnerabilityOnAsset. We utilize the combination of SHACL
and SPARQL to achieve a powerful, yet straightforward automated vulnerability identification mechanism that makes
effective use of the formalized security-relevant data. Owing
to the flexibility of this mechanism, we can employ various
vulnerability detection SHACL rules, from basic node and
property shapes to even more complex SPARQL-based constraints. The following examples of currently implemented
shapes illustrate the capabilities of our mechanism.
3.3.1.1 Node & Property Shapes: These types of
shapes were used to implement validation rules that check
that (i) no inherently insecure network protocols are used
in modeled communication systems, (ii) no cryptographic
algorithms are employed that are considered to be insecure,
(iii) no unused logical endpoints exist that would unnecessarily increase the attack surface, and that (iv) PLC security
functions (e.g., know-how protection) are modeled as active
to ensure proper configuration.
3.3.1.2 SPARQL-based Constraints: This type was
used to realize rules that check whether the following
zone and conduit requirements as per the IEC 62443-32 [5] are met: (ZCR-3.2) separate business and control system assets, (ZCR-3.3) separate safety-related assets (cf. Listing 2), (ZCR-3.4) separate temporarily connected devices,
(ZCR-3.5) separate wireless devices, and (ZCR-3.6) separate
devices connected via external networks. Furthermore, we
implemented a rule that identifies logical and physical
connections between assets that cross zone boundaries but
were not explicitly annotated with the AMLsec role class
Conduit.
In addition, we implemented SPARQL queries requesting the SEPSES Cybersecurity KG [49] remote endpoint to

determine whether CVE entries for components in the plant
topology exist. If any publicly known security vulnerabilities for the components have been found, vulnerability
individuals will be instantiated and the relations to the
corresponding assets and threats will be established.
3.3.2 Identification of Attack Consequences
In the context of this work, attack consequences are the
outcome of realized cyber threats that exploit one or multiple vulnerabilities and thereby negatively affect assets.
Note that the attack consequences are related to security
and safety attributes (e.g., availability) and therefore only
capture the direct results of attacks that are caused by
malicious actions performed through compromised assets.
Thus, the indirect consequences resulting from cyber attacks
(e.g., revenue loss, effects of reputation damage) are out of
scope. In other words, we focus exclusively on identifying
the types of consequences that are specific to the assets of
the plant topology. To give an example, a compromised PLC
controlling a pump may lead to safety issues and business
interruption. Further, if the PLC has also a reference to its
PLC program in AML, intellectual property theft is also
identified as a potential consequence.
The automated modeling of potential attack consequences is implemented by first instantiating consequence
individuals based on the interpreted semantics of plant
components and then adding property relations to asset
individuals. This means that we perform a mapping from
the asset individuals (based on their classes) to consequence
individuals. For instance, given Historian(simaticHistorian1),
we can derive from our (predefined) domain knowledge
that
DataBreach(dbHistorianConsequence1)
RegulatoryNonCompliance(regHistorianConsequence1)
impacts(dbHistorianConsequence1, simaticHistorian1)
impacts(regHistorianConsequence1, simaticHistorian1) ,

where DataBreach v Breach, Breach v Consequence,
and RegulatoryNonCompliance v Consequence. Based on
the modeling of consequence individuals, we can execute
SPARQL queries in order to determine which other assets
(e.g., in the sense of PPR) are affected. This feature can be
demonstrated with the exemplary SPARQL query shown in
Listing 3 that retrieves all vulnerable assets (?vulnDev1,
?vulnDev2) and the actuators (?actuator), such as motors, they control, through which safety issues may arise.
The optional part of the query shown in Listing 3 is used to
extend the result with safety-critical, vulnerable assets that
maintain a logical connection to assets controlling an actuator, since we expect that some actuator control devices (e.g.,
robot controllers) are in turn controlled by other level 1 or
level 2 devices, such as PLCs, or Human Machine Interfaces
(HMIs). The results of such queries can provide valuable
input for subsequent steps of the impact assessment process,
in which the identified consequences are quantitatively or
qualitatively estimated.
3.4

Attack Graph Generation

Research to date on AGs has provided a comprehensive set
of attack modeling techniques with different characteristics
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PREFIX ... # Prefixes omitted for the sake of brevity
SELECT DISTINCT ?actuator ?vulnDev1 ?vulnOfDev1
,→
?vulnDev2 ?vulnOfDev2
WHERE {
?haz1 rdf:type/rdfs:subClassOf* icsSecOnt:Hazard .
?vulnDev1 secOnt:asset_impactedBy_Consequence ?haz1 ;
secOnt:asset_has_Vulnerability ?vulnOfDev1 ;
amlOnt:hasIE/amlOnt:hasEI ?socket1 .
?mWireConn a amlImp:MotorWire ;
amlOnt:hasEI ?plug1, ?plug2 .
?plug1 amlOnt:hasRefPartner ?link1 .
?plug2 amlOnt:hasRefPartner ?link2 .
?socket1 amlOnt:hasRefPartner ?link1 .
?socket2 amlOnt:hasRefPartner ?link2 .
FILTER ( ?plug1 != ?socket1 ) .
FILTER ( ?plug2 != ?socket2 ) .
?actuator amlOnt:hasIE/amlOnt:hasEI ?socket2 .
FILTER ( ?vulnDev1 != ?actuator ).
OPTIONAL {
?logicalConn a amlImp:LogicalConnection ;
amlOnt:hasEI ?plug3, ?plug4 .
FILTER ( str(?plug3) < str(?plug4) ) .
?plug3 amlOnt:hasRefPartner ?link3 .
?plug4 amlOnt:hasRefPartner ?link4 .
?socket3 amlOnt:hasRefPartner ?link3 .
?socket4 amlOnt:hasRefPartner ?link4 .
FILTER ( ?plug3 != ?socket3 ) .
FILTER ( ?plug4 != ?socket4 ) .
?vulnDev1 amlOnt:hasIE/amlOnt:hasEI ?socket3 .
?vulnDev2 amlOnt:hasIE/amlOnt:hasEI ?socket4 .
?haz2 rdf:type/rdfs:subClassOf* icsSecOnt:Hazard .
?vulnDev2 secOnt:asset_impactedBy_Consequence ?haz2 ;
secOnt:asset_has_Vulnerability ?vulnOfDev2 .
}
}

Listing 3: Exemplary SPARQL query to retrieve all vulnerable assets that potentially cause safety issues via the
controlled actuators.

and structures, most of which focus on state enumeration graphs and exploit dependency graphs or variants
thereof [62], [63]. These types of graphs explicitly express the
preconditions and postconditions of exploiting vulnerabilities [62] and therefore require a solid understanding of system and exploit properties for their automated generation.
Although engineering data includes system information
that enables the automated identification of vulnerabilities,
inferring the complete preconditions and postconditions of
exploits necessitates additional sources of know-how that
systematically capture the prerequisites and the outcomes
of successful vulnerability exploitation efforts. Moreover, we
argue that users of our method would benefit from an AG
that puts the vulnerable integrated components in focus
rather than the network states or exploits. The rationale
behind this is that a higher level of abstraction may suffice
for engineers to quickly spot the most critical, cyber-physical
paths adversaries may take and which vulnerable plant
components are involved in these attack chains. As a result,
we utilize the host-based network AG structure introduced
in [39] as a basis for our cyber-physical AG, which we
formally define in the following.
Definition 1. A CPAG is a directed vertex- and edgeweighted graph CP AG = (V, E, ωV , ωE ), where V is
the finite vertex set of assets, E is a multiset of directed edges from V × V representing vulnerabilities,
ωV : V → S is the vertex weight function that maps all
vertices according to the assets’ cyber-physical criticality

onto the set S , ωE : E ( S is the edge weight function4
that maps all edges according to the vulnerabilities’
severity onto the set S , and S = [0, 10].
An edge in a CPAG, i.e., an ordered pair e = (u, v) ∈ E ,
exists if and only if the asset u is (logically or physically)
connected to asset v and asset v has a vulnerability. Considering that assets within the plant topology can have more
than one vulnerability, a CPAG may be a multigraph. Note
that, in contrast to a host-based AG, v ∈ V represents an
asset within the plant topology, which does not necessarily
have to be a (network) host.
For a vertex v ∈ V , the weight ωV (v) is the potential
(cyber-physical) impact on a scale of 0 to 10 of v being
compromised. This allows to consider the identified types of
attack consequences (e.g., safety hazards) and also accounts
for the impact that may have been estimated in the risk
analysis step, for example, based on PPR information (e.g.,
interruption of a specific production process). On the other
hand, for an edge e = (u, v) ∈ E , the weight ωE (e) is
the severity on a scale of 0 to 10 of the corresponding
vulnerability on v , which can be given by the CVSS score
assigned to the vulnerability.
Fig. 2 shows an example of a CPAG, which comprises six
assets represented as vertices v1 . . . v6 , where the assets v1
and v2 are connected, assets v2 , v4 , and v5 are connected, assets v3 and v4 are connected, assets v4 and v6 are connected,
and v1 , v2 , v4 , v6 have one vulnerability each (denoted by
the symbols †, ‡, ?, §), v5 has two vulnerabilities (denoted
by the symbols †, )5 , and v3 has no vulnerability.

v1
e‡1

e‡7

v2

e†2
e‡4

v3

e6
e?3

e†5

e?8
v4
e§12
v6

e?13

e†9

v5

e10
e?11

Fig. 2: Example of the introduced attack graph.
After providing a general, formal definition of CPAGs,
we discuss the details of automatically generating them.
3.4.1

Connectivity Properties

The connectivity among assets is determined by the modeled physical and logical connections contained in engineering data. We expect that at least the topological design
of the network is available in AML artifacts. Other details
concerning the network architecture (e.g., segmentation configurations) stored in external documents are not considered
for determining the connectivity among assets. We utilize
4. Note that ωE is a multivalued function since E is a multiset.
5. Note that in Fig. 2, the same vulnerability † exists on both assets
v1 and v5 .
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the concept of security zones and conduits and assume
that two assets, v1 and v2 , are physically connected to each
other as long as an actual physical connection (e.g., Ethernet
wire) between v1 and v2 has been modeled in AML and
v1 and v2 are within the same zone. To explicitly represent
these physical connections in our KB, we extend the security
ontology by defining the following axioms:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

phyConnectedTo v connectedTo
phyConnectedTo ◦ phyConnectedTo v phyConnectedTo
phyConnectedTo ≡ phyConnectedTo− .

Note that the role phyConnectedTo is transitive, which
would inadvertently result in connection relations bypassing security devices (e.g., firewalls) if the zone boundary
restriction is not considered. However, connections between
assets of different zones can be legitimate (conduits) and
therefore must also be taken into account. Furthermore,
we expect that each logical connection modeled in AML
connects two assets even if security zones are crossed. Thus,
we further extend the security ontology by introducing a
dedicated role to describe logical connections:

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

logicallyConnectedTo v connectedTo

30

logicallyConnectedTo ≡ logicallyConnectedTo− .

31
32
33

This role is used to establish connection relations between assets that are modeled in the engineering ontology with logical connection individuals of the concept
LogicalConnection v AutomationMLBaseRole.
The connectivity properties of assets represented in
the engineering ontology are set by executing SPARQL
CONSTRUCT queries.
3.4.2

PREFIX ... # Prefixes omitted for the sake of brevity
CONSTRUCT {
?v1 a agOnt:Vertex ;
agOnt:vertex_has_Edge ?e ;
agOnt:vertex_has_Asset ?a1 ;
agOnt:vertex_has_Weight ?v1W .
?v2 a agOnt:Vertex ;
agOnt:vertex_has_Asset ?a2 ;
agOnt:vertex_has_Weight ?v2W .
?e a agOnt:Edge ;
agOnt:edge_has_Vulnerability ?vuln ;
agOnt:edge_has_Vertex ?v2 .
}
WHERE {
{
SELECT ?v1 ?v2 ?a1 ?a2 ?e ?vuln (AVG(?v1Weight) AS
,→
?v1W) (AVG(?v2Weight) AS ?v2W)
WHERE {
{ ?a1 secOnt:asset_physicallyConnectedTo_Asset ?a2 . }
UNION
{ ?a1 secOnt:asset_logicallyConnectedTo_Asset ?a2 . }
FILTER ( ?a1 != ?a2 ) .
{ ?vuln secOnt:vulnerability_on_Asset ?a2 . }
UNION {
?a2 amlOnt:hasIE+ ?ie .
?vuln secOnt:vulnerability_on_Asset ?ie .
}
...
OPTIONAL { ?a1 secOnt:asset_impactedBy_Consequence
,→
?consequence1 . }
OPTIONAL { ?a1 secOnt:asset_impactedBy_Consequence
,→
?consequence2 . }
# BIND expressions for ?v1, ?v2, ?e, ?v1Weight, and
,→
?v2Weight omitted for the sake of brevity
} GROUP BY ?v1 ?v2 ?a1 ?a2 ?e ?vuln
}
}

Listing 4: SPARQL query for generating the attack graph.

3.4.3

To formally represent the CPAG in our KB, we defined the
axioms:
Vertex v =1hasAsset.Asset u ∃hasEdge.Edge
u hasWeight.(xsd:double > 0 and 6 10)
Edge v =1hasVulnerability.Vulnerability
u =1hasVertex.Vertex .

Preconditions & Postconditions

As indicated above, we relax the preconditions and postconditions of exploiting the identified vulnerabilities by making
the following assumptions:
(i) The precondition for exploiting a vulnerability on asset
v is that v is reachable (expressed via the physical and
logical connection relations). The adversary’s capabilities or other system properties (e.g., states of services
running on v ) are not considered.
(ii) The postcondition, resulting from the successful exploitation of the vulnerability corresponding to edge
ei = (u, v) ∈ E on asset v , provides the means for an
adversary to exploit the vulnerability corresponding to
edge ej = (v, w) ∈ E , from asset v to asset w (i.e., asset
w becomes reachable).
Note that we deliberately consider also those vulnerabilities that do not elevate privilege levels upon exploitation (e.g., Vulnerability(noPLCProgramKnowHowProtection)).
Yet, these vulnerabilities can be moderated by first adapting
their weights accordingly and then pruning the CPAG.
Furthermore, we abstain from defining initial preconditions
and final postconditions (i.e., adversary’s goal). However,
subgraphs of a CPAG can be utilized for obtaining AGs
representing specific attack goals (e.g., compromising a PLC
within the control zone starting from a webserver within the
business zone).

Implementation

Note that we do not introduce a role for ωE (e), but rather
reuse the role hasSeverityValue defined in the security ontology.
The automated generation of the CPAG with the introduced AG ontology is implemented by means of the
SPARQL CONSTRUCT query shown in Listing 4. The weights
of vertices are set according to predetermined criticality
scores of consequence types that correspond to the vulnerable assets (BIND expressions omitted in Listing 4). Incorporating PPR information using subqueries is also a viable
option for assigning weights to assets based on their impact
on (production) processes and products.
3.4.4

Pruning

As
P per Definition 1, the number of edges in a CPAG is
v∈V con(v)vuln(v), where con(v) is the number of assets
that are connected to the asset v and vuln(v) is the number
of vulnerabilities on asset v . Consequently, a plant topology
consisting of a considerable number of vulnerable, interconnected assets yields a substantial number of edges, thereby
significantly increasing the complexity of analyzing the generated CPAG. To alleviate this issue and further improve the
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usability of CPAGs, a variety of pruning techniques can be
applied.
For example, CPAGs can be pruned by building a subset of E based on the maximum edge weight among its
duplicate elements, ensuring that only the most severe
vulnerabilities remain. Furthermore, subsets of V or E
can be obtained by filtering out elements whose weights
are below a certain threshold value. We also argue that
the consideration of typical adversarial tactics for pruning
CPAGs is worthwhile. Attackers who have gained initial
access to assets from the business zone may move from one
asset to another until they infiltrate the control networks and
achieve their ultimate attack goal. Thus, we implemented
a pruning technique that removes edges directed to assets
that are more distant to the control zone than their source.
Similarly, edges from vertices representing assets that likely
constitute final attack targets (e.g., PLCs) can be removed.
It is also worth highlighting that users can retrieve a
subgraph of the generated CPAG, which can represent, for
example, the shortest attack path from asset v to asset u.
3.5

Implementation
6

The AutomationML Editor was used to create the AMLsec
libraries. These libraries can be easily imported into other
AML projects for reuse purposes. The ontologies were
partly modeled by using the open-source ontology editor
Protégé [64]. Our prototype, which executes the proposed
method, was developed in Scala and utilizes the Apache
Jena7 framework and the Akka8 toolkit. The implemented
SHACL rules and SPARQL queries are reusable and additional risk identification logic can be easily added, given
that our method merely depends on the semantic mapping
realized by means of AMLsec. In addition to reusability and
flexibility, special attention was paid to the scalability and
performance of our solution. We based our prototype on
Akka’s implementation of the actor model [65] to build a
distributed system comprising a cluster of nodes that can execute the engineering data validation and risk identification
steps of our method in parallel. In this way, the system can
be scaled up as engineering artifacts and risk identification
rules become more and more complex.
Fig. 3 illustrates the overall architecture of the implemented prototype. Engineers export the created artifacts
with their engineering tools as AML and submit these documents to a front end actor 1 . The front end actor divides
the tasks of our risk identification method in work items,
delegates them to the work manager, and consumes the
results of each execution step. The initial work items concern
the AML-to-OWL transformation and model augmentation,
which are executed sequentially 2 . After that, a work item
for each SHACL rule is created to validate the engineering
data model and identify security risks in parallel 3 . Finally,
work items for generating CPAGs are submitted 4 . All
work items are received by the work manager actor, which
oversees work executor actors and assigns them the tasks
as they become available 5 . Furthermore, using Akka
6. https://www.automationml.org/o.red.c/dateien.html?cat=1
7. https://jena.apache.org
8. https://akka.io
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Fig. 3: Overview of the prototype’s architecture.
Persistence9 with the Apache Cassandra10 plugin, the states
of an actor can be recovered (e.g., in case a node crashes) 6 .
The work executor actors process the work items to perform
the steps of our risk identification method and interact with
the Apache Jena Fuseki11 SPARQL server to retrieve and
persist the KB 7 .
AMLsec, the source code of the prototypical implementation of our method, and the AML code used for the case
study are available on GitHub12 . Furthermore, we integrate
an extended, forked version of the AML-to-OWL translation
from [51], which is also available on GitHub13 .

4

C ASE S TUDY

In this section, we demonstrate the benefits and feasibility
of our method by means of a case study. The case study
presented in this work builds upon the official AML example [52] representing a real-world robot cell of a spot
welding process. This robot cell comprises four robots, four
controllers, a range of peripherals, and other supplementary
components required for the implementation of this process. Although this model is a realistic and self-contained
representation, it lacks communication systems and the
overall architecture of the plant in which this robot cell is
embedded. Thus, we extended this model with architectural
concepts, PPR information, and network structures, by reference to the AML white papers [54], [56] to achieve a viable
engineering data representation of a realistic plant.
The architecture of the ICS modeled in AML, which will
be considered for the case study, is depicted in Fig. 4. This
figure illustrates the plant topology and, in particular, the
resource structure of the realized PPR concept, including
assets and (physical and logical) connections among them.
9. https://doc.akka.io/docs/akka/current/typed/
index-persistence.html
10. https://cassandra.apache.org
11. https://jena.apache.org/documentation/fuseki2
12. https://github.com/sbaresearch/amlsec
13. https://github.com/sbaresearch/ETFA2019
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It is worth noting that certain parts of the engineering
data representation have been left out by intention in order to replicate the fragmentation and evolution of the
model during the engineering process. For example, we
did not populate CPE information of selected assets (e.g.,
SIMATICFieldPGM6) and limited the model fidelity in certain areas (e.g., application logic, I/O connections, network
structure).
4.1

Results

To apply our method, we first supplied the AML engineering artifact containing the engineering data representation
(cf. Fig. 4) as an input to our prototype to build the KB
and perform the risk identification. Then, we retrieved the
identified threats, vulnerabilities, and consequences from
the KB. In total, our method includes 13 SHACL vulnerability rules (besides the SPARQL query for the CVE
check) and automatically identified 9 threats exploiting 179
vulnerabilities in 245 assets (50 of which have the class
OTComponent), which may be impacted by 43 consequences.
In the following, we analyze the output of our method and
discuss the utility of the obtained results (cf. Table 1 for an
excerpt of the obtained findings).
The first step of the risk identification process revealed
that a variety of vulnerabilities exist within the engineering
data representation. Incorporating CVE information into the
KB proved to be fruitful as a significant number of assets
have known security vulnerabilities, making changes in the
component selection or the implementation of compensating security measures necessary. Furthermore, our method
correctly detected violations of the ZCR-3.2–3.6 [5]. More
specifically, (i) a logical connection between JumpSvr1 and
MES1, which was not annotated as a conduit, prevents a
clear separation of ICS assets and business or enterprise assets, (ii) safety-related assets (namely S71510SPF1PN_1-4)
are not grouped into one zone, (iii) the engineering workstation SIMATICFieldPGM6, which only makes temporary
connections, is not grouped into a separate zone, (iv) the
wireless-enabled sensors (namely WHARTSensor_1-3) are
not grouped into a separate zone, and (v) the remote
management system KUKAConnBox1, which makes external connections, is not grouped into a separate zone. Our
method also identified logical connections crossing zone
boundaries that have not been explicitly defined as conduits,
the use of insecure protocols and algorithms (MES1 is also
an OPC UA server with the security profile Basic128RSA15),
and an unused logical endpoint (SIMATICWinCCSvr1 is
also a Modbus TCP/IP slave but no connected master
exists).
The second step of the risk identification process exposed the consequences of compromising vulnerable assets.
As can be seen in Table 1, there are several assets that adversaries may attack with the objective of causing business
interruption or even safety hazards. These findings can be
used to gain further insights concerning resulting consequences (e.g., the PLC S71516F_1 is connected to KUKA
robot controller KRC4_1, which controls the KUKA robot
030RB_100_KR240R2700prime_). It should also not go
unnoticed that our method incorporates modeled subcomponents of assets by default. For example, since the modeled

plant topology includes a reference to the PLC programs
running on S71516F_1-4 our method also identified that
intellectual property breach is a possible consequence of
compromising these assets. Furthermore, the results regarding attack consequences can be analyzed in conjunction
with PPR information by using SPARQL queries in order
to assess the impact of security risks. For instance, users
can determine which steps of the manufacturing process
are interrupted when attacking certain assets. Estimating
the physical impact based on an evaluation of which assets
are indirectly affected or assessing the severity of noncompliant record keeping (e.g., loss of data integrity in
pharmaceutical manufacturing) are further examples of how
our method supports the impact assessment.
After performing the risk identification steps, the CPAG
is generated. The full CPAG for the scenario considered
in this case study contains 37 vertices and 1265 edges.
Given the high number of edges, we applied the pruning
techniques discussed in Section 3.4 (i.e., maximum edge
weight, weight filter for vertices representing PLCs and
safety-related devices14 , and filtering out atypical adversarial movement). Fig. 5 depicts the pruned version of the
generated CPAG. This figure shows the possible attack paths
that an adversary may follow in order to transition from
the cyber to the physical domain. Based on this, users can
understand how an adversary may inflict physical damages by first compromising hosts from the business zone
(e.g., FileSvr2) and then pivoting to control devices (e.g.,
KRC4_2). In this way, users can identify, assess, and mitigate
the most critical attack paths.
4.2

Discussion

Showcasing the utility of our method in a case study
naturally raises the question how well our contribution
generalizes across different plant models and how much
effort is involved in applying the developed concepts in
other scenarios.
A fundamental part of the presented method is the
semantic mapping between the engineering data representation and the security ontologies. We assume that the
engineering data already exists in AML, and that engineers
annotate the model with certain security-relevant information (see step 1 in Fig. 1). Based on this, semantic relations
among the engineering data and the security know-how
(e.g., via the definition of concept equivalence axioms) are
established. The following modeling concepts support users
in applying the presented method and make it generalizable:
•

Direct use of AML community resources: We utilize a
subset of the basic AML role classes and interface
classes from [54], [55], [56] to harness community resources that are already widely adopted in the industry.
Obviously, additional base classes (e.g., from domainspecific libraries that are shared among organizations)
can be incorporated.

14. To focus on a specific part of the spot welding process at hand,
we increased the weights of the vertices corresponding to S71516F_2,
KRC4_2, and SimaticS71510SPF1PN2, thereby filtering out other
control devices.
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Fig. 4: Illustrated plant topology modeled in AutomationML (robot cell illustration taken from [52]).
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-
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-
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Column descriptors: CVE: Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures entry exists, ZCR-3.2–3.6: Zone and Conduit Requirements according to [5], CON: cross-zone
connection not marked as conduit, PRO: insecure protocol, ALG: insecure algorithm, ULE: unused logical endpoint, BI: business interruption, DB: data breach, IP:
intellectual property breach, HAZ: hazards (safety risks), REG: regulatory non-compliance.

TABLE 1: Excerpt of the results of the automated vulnerability and consequence identification, indicating which assets in
the considered plant topology (cf. Fig. 4) are vulnerable and the corresponding attack consequences.
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AMLsec: We provide three libraries comprising several
security-relevant AML role classes, interface classes,
and attribute types. These libraries are versatile, can be
easily imported into existing AML files, and extended if
needed, making them an ideal complement to the AML
base libraries.
All steps subsequent to modeling, from AML-to-OWL
transformation to CPAG generation, are fully automated.
Furthermore, both the presented AML semantic constructs
and the provided security rules are domain independent,
and can be adapted as necessary. While adapting the rules is
straightforward, establishing entire rule sets as community
resources would be an option for the future to achieve a
wide coverage and ensure that they remain up to date.
•

5

P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

To assess the performance and scalability of our prototype
we conducted a series of tests with multiple input models
which vary in size. Table 2 provides an overview of the
datasets A–F, which were used for the assessment. Dataset
A corresponds to the input model which was used in the
case study, comprising an enterprise with only one site.
The datasets B–F include an enterprise with two, four, six,
eight, and ten sites (each of which is a copy of the Vienna
InternalElement), respectively.
We measured the prototype’s execution time in five
experiments that we performed for each dataset with two
cluster configurations (i.e., 60 runs in total). The first cluster
consists of three nodes. One node runs the front end actor,
the work manager actor, the Apache Jena Fuseki service, and
the Apache Cassandra service. The remaining two nodes
host work executor actors. For the second setup, we created
a five-node cluster that has two additional work executor
nodes. In both clusters, each work executor node runs three
actors. All nodes are cloud-hosted virtual machines running
Fedora 32 x64 with 8 vCPUs (based on the Intel® Xeon® Gold
6140 processor) and 16 GB RAM.
It is also worth mentioning that we materialize the
inferences made by the reasoner as part of the model augmentation step during the setup phase in order to improve
the performance at the cost of a moderate increase of the KB
size (cf. Table 2). Moreover, we executed the tests with Jena’s
OWL micro reasoner15 , which is not as powerful as the
default one in terms of the supported constructs but in turn
achieves a higher performance. Using the micro reasoner
instead of the default reasoner has only a minimal effect
on the functionality of the implemented method, as the
not supported owl:disjointWith constructs are merely
used for validity checks involving disjoint (union) relations
(cf. Section 3.2), which can be compensated by creating
SHACL rules if needed.
5.1

Results

Fig. 6 shows the results of the performance assessment.
In Fig. 6a, we illustrate the average execution time of important steps of the setup phase (i.e., AML-to-OWL transformation, model augmentation) and the CPAG generation phase
that we collected from tests with both cluster configurations
15. https://jena.apache.org/documentation/inference

A

B

C

D

E

F

Engineering Data
InternalElements (in K)
AML Size (in MB)

0.56
0.56

1.12
1.30

2.24
2.60

3.36
3.90

4.47
5.10

5.59
6.40

After AML-to-OWL Trans.
Triples (in K)
KB Size (in MB)

9.47
1.20

18.17
2.30

35.56
4.50

52.94
6.80

70.33
9.00

87.72
11.20

After Method Execution
Triples (in K)
KB Size (in MB)

39.65
4.30

76.61
8.40

167.73
18.30

281.78
30.30

418.75
44.50

578.66
60.80

Assets (in K)

0.25

0.49

0.98

1.47

1.95

2.44

TABLE 2: Overview of the datasets used for the evaluation.

(i.e., 10 runs for each dataset), since the steps of these
phases are not executed by multiple actors in parallel. In
contrast, Fig. 6b and Fig. 6c show the average execution time
separately for both clusters (2, and 4 work executor nodes).
In the following, we report the average execution time
and the standard deviations for the largest dataset F, which
contains 2441 assets. The execution time of the AML-toOWL transformation and model augmentation for dataset F
averaged 96.79 ± 10.62 seconds and 114.41 ± 28.68 seconds,
respectively. The optional model validation by the reasoner
averaged 126.83 ± 93.25 seconds for the largest dataset (and
1.02 ± 0.21 seconds for the smallest dataset). Validating the
model (with our SHACL rules) and identifying security
risks for the largest dataset averaged 1151.09 ± 522.00
seconds and 695.62±43.03 seconds with two, and four work
executor nodes, respectively. The average execution time for
generating a full CPAG for the largest dataset is 32.44 ± 3.12
seconds.
Pruning the full CPAG afterwards to obtain the graph
shown in Fig. 5 averaged 10.48 ± 0.99 seconds and
76.09 ± 9.28 seconds for dataset A and F (smallest and
largest dataset), respectively. The total execution time of
our method (from the setup phase to pruning the CPAG
as presented in the case study, including miscellaneous
implementation-related tasks) with the three-node cluster
averaged 57.95±9.54 seconds and 1729.60±330.14 seconds
for datasets A and F, respectively. On the other hand, the
total execution time obtained with the five-node cluster
averaged 58.18±2.08 seconds and 1280.44±139.24 seconds
for datasets A and F, respectively.
5.2

Discussion

Our method builds upon a set of SPARQL queries and
SHACL rules; hence, its performance depends primarily on
the implementation of the W3C SPARQL/SHACL standards
and reasoners, the rules/queries to execute, and the underlying structure and size of the KB. We have demonstrated
that scaling out provides significant performance gains, as
the load of the method execution can be spread across
multiple nodes. For instance, from Fig. 6b it is evident
that with two additional work executor nodes, the average
execution time of the security risk identification phase decreases dramatically and the sample has lower variability,
implying a more consistent performance as extreme values
are less likely. The reason for this is that the work items
are randomly assigned among nodes, potentially leading to
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Fig. 5: Pruned cyber-physical attack graph that was automatically generated for the case study.
the case that long-running tasks are unevenly distributed.
Consequently, we suggest to add more work executor nodes
to the cluster as the datasets become larger or more security
rules are added to the KB. Additional performance considerations apply to the setup phase. Materializing the inferences
during the setup phase reduces the load on the work executor nodes. Furthermore, since the setup phase only needs to
be performed once for each engineering data representation,
both the security risk identification and CPAG generation
can be rerun without needing a fresh model setup, if new
security know-how becomes available at a later point in
time. Possibly, the performance can be further enhanced
by excluding non-security-relevant individuals as part of
the AML-to-OWL transformation to optimize the KB for a
faster execution of certain triple patterns in queries (e.g.,
property paths). Lastly, we want to point out that engineers
can check their models periodically (e.g., at certain project
milestones) or continuously throughout the engineering
process to receive timely feedback. For instant results (e.g.,
providing live feedback in the engineering tool), it would
be worthwhile to check only those parts of the model that
include recent changes instead of the full version.

6

C ONCLUSION

In this work, we have presented a novel method that
automatically identifies sources of security risks and the
corresponding attack consequences based on engineering
data. We build our approach on engineering data described
in AML, i.e., a standardized format widely used in the
engineering domain for data exchange. The introduction of
AML extension libraries named AMLsec equips AML with
security semantics, while ensuring a seamless integration
into the engineering workflow and minimizing additional
modeling efforts. AML documents are first transformed
into an ontological representation and then enriched with
additional security know-how, allowing to employ semantic
reasoners to derive new security-relevant knowledge and
to automate the risk identification. In this context, we developed a comprehensive set of SHACL constraints and
SPARQL queries to obtain security risks from the knowledge base in an automated manner, thereby supporting

security risk assessments according to IEC 62443-3-2 [5].
Furthermore, we have proposed a new variant of AGs
named CPAG that is specifically geared to the needs of systems integrators to understand potential lateral movement
attacks against the engineered CPSs and their physical manifestation. The automated generation of CPAGs, including
the developed pruning techniques, ensure that this attack
modeling technique can unfold its full potential to support
engineers in designing more secure CPSs. The capabilities
of our method and the implemented open-source prototype
are demonstrated in a case study. It is evident from the
results provided that our method unburdens individuals
from risk identification by automating tedious, effortful,
and knowledge-driven tasks, allowing them to focus on
other steps of the risk management process. The presented
performance assessment shows that the proposed risk identification method is feasible, even when dealing with considerable large datasets. Owing to the distributed nature of the
prototype, the security risk identification can be executed
in parallel by multiple nodes, resulting in improved performance and greater scalability. Consequently, our prototype
can be seamlessly embedded into the engineering workflow
to execute the security risk identification on demand or as
part of a pipeline in the engineering chain.
Finally, we want to provide pointers to future work. We
plan to investigate how the ICS security ontology can be
managed in a sustainable and efficient way. In this context,
mining industrial security standards and guidelines, and
establishing the system-independent security know-how as
a collaborative public source, are research directions worth
pursuing. Ideally, in the future, our method is also capable of automatically performing (quantitative) security risk
analyses and subsequent treatment. Furthermore, there is
still room for improvement to further boost the performance
of our prototype. For instance, distributing long-running
rules more evenly and executing certain tasks of the setup
phase in parallel is certainly worth implementing.
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